
 

First Grade Language Arts Scope & Sequence 

Grading 
Period 

 Learning Targets 

Throughout 
the School 

Year 

Reading ● Establish purposes for reading selected texts based upon desired outcome to enhance comprehension.  
● Ask literal questions of text  
● Monitor and adjust comprehension (e.g., using background knowledge, creating sensory images, rereading a portion 

aloud)  
● Make inferences about text using textual evidence to support understanding  
● Retell or act out important events in stories in logical order  
● Make connections to own experiences, to ideas in other texts, and to the larger community and discuss textual 

evidence  
● Read aloud grade-level text with fluency (rate, accuracy, expression, appropriate phrasing) and comprehension. 

Writing ● plan a first draft by generating ideas for writing (e.g., drawing, sharing ideas, listing key ideas) 
● develop drafts by sequencing ideas through writing sentences 
● revise drafts by adding or deleting words, phrases, or sentences 
● edit drafts for grammar, punctuation, and spelling using a teacher-developed rubric 
● publish and share writing with others. 

Listening 
and 

Speaking 

● Listen attentively to speakers, ask relevant questions to clarify information 
● Speak in complete sentences with correct subject-verb agreement. 

First 
Grading 
Period 

Reading ● Use beginning and ending sounds to decode unfamiliar words. 
● Use picture clues when reading to help decode words. 
● Use reading strategies to understand the author’s message. 
● Practice reading independently. 
● Choose a “just right” book and books of interest. 
● Read using a storyteller voice. 
● Listen to fiction and begin to recognize its story elements. 
● Listen and speak to others about their thoughts (conversational skills, asking and answering questions, retelling, and 

sharing) 

 



Writing ● Come up with ideas for writing. 
● Write for different reasons. 
● Talk to others about a plan for writing. 

Oral and 
Written 

Conventions 

● Form upper and lowercase letters correctly. 
● Notice capital letters and punctuation in model sentences. 
● Use letter-sound patterns to spell words. 
● Spell high frequency words using tools. (e.g., word walls, personal word lists) 

Second 
Grading 
Period 

Reading ● Use strategies to read unknown words. 
● Make sure reading makes sense, sounds right, and looks right. 
● Practice independently or with a partner to build stamina. 
● Read with fluency and expression. 
● Choose a “just right” book and books of interest. 
● Read fiction and recognize its story elements. 
● Use reading strategies to understand the author’s message. 
● Respond to the author’s message. 
● Identify and gather information about a topic with help from others. 
● Listen and speak to others about their thoughts (conversational skills, asking and answering questions, retelling, and 

sharing). 
Writing ● Come up with ideas for writing. 

● Write for different reasons. 
● Talk to others about a plan for writing. 
● Write a story that stays on topic with a beginning, middle, and end. 
● Look over writing and make changes to help make it better for a reader. 
● Publish writing. 

Oral and 
Written 

Conventions 

● Use letter-sound patterns to spell words. 
● Spell high frequency words using tools. 
● Identify and use nouns and verbs in writing. 
● Write using appropriate formation, letter size, and spacing. 

Third 
Grading  
Period 

Reading ● Use strategies to read unknown words. 
● Use reading strategies to understand the author’s message. 
● Make sure reading makes sense, sounds right, and looks right. 
● Practice independently or with a partner to build stamina. 
● Read with fluency and expression. 
● Read nonfiction and recognize its features. 

 



● Listen and speak to others about their thoughts (conversational skills, asking and answering questions, retelling, and 
sharing). 

Writing ● Generate ideas, draft, edit, revise, and publish writing. 
● Write a nonfiction piece with text features. 

Oral and 
Written 

Conventions 

● Identify and use parts of speech in writing (adjectives, verb tenses, singular & plural nouns, and time order words). 
● Write a complete sentence using capitalization and punctuation rules. 
● Use spelling rules in writing (e.g., plurals, inflected endings, r-controlled). 
● Write using appropriate formation, letter size, spacing, and direction. 

Research ● Research a topic of interest. 
Fourth 

Grading 
Period 

Reading ● Use strategies to read unknown words. 
● Use reading strategies to understand the author’s message (fairy tales, folktales, fables, poetry). 
● Make sure reading makes sense, sounds right, and looks right. 
● Practice independently or with a partner to build stamina. 
● Read with fluency and expression. 
● Read poetry and identify its elements. 
● Read fairy tales, folktales, and fables, and recognize their elements. 
● Listen and speak to others about their thoughts (conversational skills, asking and answering questions, retelling, and 

sharing). 
Writing ● Write short poems with sensory details. 

● Generate ideas, draft, edit, revise, and publish writing. 
● Write a letter with its parts. 

Oral and 
Written 

Conventions 

● Identify and use parts of speech in writing (adverbs - time: before, next & pronouns - I, me, etc.). 

 

 


